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1. Background and Purpose of the
Michigan Rescue Certification Program
Each year more than 100,000 homeless cats and dogs in Michigan are killed in shelters. The
majority of these companion animals are healthy or treatable and could be rehomed if
organizations worked together, especially Michigan animal shelters and rescue organizations.
The Michigan Department of Agriculture & Rural Development is
responsible for the oversight of 188 licensed animal shelters. Although the
Department of Agriculture’s purview is limited in scope, there are
minimum standards that shelters are expected to meet.
Unfortunately, there is no organized structure in Michigan, or nationally,
that has established best practices, model documents or a code of ethics
as a resource for the rescue community. Rescue organizations, most of
which use a home-based fostering system and consist mainly of animalloving volunteers with a passion for finding new, loving, caring homes for
the animals in their care, are often left to recreate the wheel or learn the
ropes through trial-and-error experience.
It is the intent of the Michigan Rescue Certification Program to:








The intent of the
Michigan Rescue
Certification
Program is to
share best
practices,
improve shelter
capacity and
assure that the
rescue
organization is
reputable.

Leverage best practices and collaborations to eliminate the
90,000+ deaths of homeless healthy and treatable cats and dogs in
Michigan
Provide a code of ethics and best practice resources for rescue organizations
Assure the public, including adoption event hosts, businesses, donors, adopters and
potential volunteers, that certified rescue organizations operate according to the
standards set by the Best Practices Handbook and the Michigan Certified Rescue
Organization Code of Ethics
Assure donors and animal welfare funders of professional capacity
Improve collaborations and partnerships by assuring shelters and other rescues that
certified rescue organizations operate to standards that are reputable and have been
vetted for partnerships

The program is wholly voluntary. It is open to all-breed rescues, dog-only rescues, cat-only
rescues, purebred rescues and those that rescue small companion mammals, such as rabbits,
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ferrets, hamsters, gerbils, guinea pigs, mice and rats. However, it should be noted that the
program as described in the Best Practices Handbook is focused on cat and dog rescue
organizations. Other species’ rescue organizations should contact the Michigan Pet Fund
Alliance to express interest in certification. The certification committee will work one-on-one
with the rescue group to address the specifics for that species.
Rescue organizations apply for certification annually and when it is granted, they are provided
documentation that can be displayed on websites, in printed materials and at adoption events.
As the program becomes more established, it will provide added benefits to certified rescue
organizations, such as grants, educational opportunities, specialized behavior training for
volunteers, fundraising opportunities and cost reductions through joint purchases and
ventures.
Ultimately, the purpose of the Michigan Rescue Certification Program is to improve capacity
and partnership between the rescue community and the shelter community, so that all healthy
and treatable homeless cats and dogs are rehomed, making euthanasia an act of mercy
reserved only for the severely ill or vicious.
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2. About the Michigan Pet Fund Alliance
The Michigan Pet Fund Alliance, established in 2003, is a not-for-profit charitable 501(c)3
organization. The mission of the Michigan Pet Fund Alliance is to end the killing of healthy and
treatable homeless cats and dogs in Michigan. Our vision is to collaborate with Michigan
animal shelters and rescue organizations to achieve No Kill through training, technical
assistance, education and advocacy.
As a statewide organization that works on behalf of homeless cats and
dogs with Michigan shelters, rescue organizations and a variety of
stakeholders, the Michigan Pet Fund Alliance is uniquely positioned to
offer this certification program. In an attempt to represent various
interests, the original Task Force that prepared this program, along with
the Rescue Certification Committee, represents a variety of viewpoints:
all-breed rescue organizations, purebred rescue organizations, rescue
volunteers, shelters, those working to end puppy mills, etc.

The Michigan
Rescue Certification
Program
encourages all
organizations to be
honest, ethical and
transparent. It is a
positive step
toward increasing
the value placed on
rescue
organizations.

It is intended that the establishment of the Michigan Rescue Certification
Program be viewed as a positive step toward increasing the value
Michigan residents place on the phenomenal work that rescue
organizations, most of which are volunteer-run and unpaid, accomplish. It
is hoped that the rescue community will become even more robust and
increase in capacity through widespread implementation of best practices
and model procedures, which in turn will benefit all homeless animals.
The Michigan Pet Fund Alliance encourages all organizations to be honest and transparent in
their operations. However, if an organization fails to uphold these goals, an official grievance
process has been developed. It is our hope that this process never needs to be exercised.
The Michigan Pet Fund Alliance will provide annual education and training for rescue
organizations to assist them in obtaining certification.

It is our expectation that, with the establishment of standardized practices within the certified
rescue community, shelters will eagerly embrace collaboration with these organizations, which
will greatly benefit the homeless pet community.
Finally, it is our hope that this program can serve as a model for other states and be
instrumental in saving more lives across the country.
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Michigan No Kill Formula
1. Michigan animal welfare advocates, shelters and rescues make it about the mission and
nothing else.
2. Michigan citizens hold shelters accountable for their tax dollars and charitable
contributions and reject the status quo of sheltering.
3. All Michigan shelters adopt and implement the programs of the No Kill Equation and 21 st
century sheltering practices.
4. Michigan shelters and rescue organizations begin a new era of collaboration, sharing
resources and assisting one another with hard-to-place animals.
5. Michigan shelters begin to collaborate with each other to relieve overcrowding, sharing
program expertise and resources.
6. Michigan rescues work together and collaborate with each other to assist shelters
statewide, sharing expertise and resources.
7. All shelters and rescues organizations spay/neuter prior to adoption, with rare medical
exceptions.
8. High-volume, low cost spay/neuter programs are established throughout the state for
low-income residents.
9. Feral cat Trap-Neuter-Return programs are established throughout the state.
10. Transport into the state from puppy-mill breeders/brokers, auction animals and
organized transport from out-of-state shelters are discontinued until such time as all
healthy and treatable homeless dogs and cats in Michigan are saved.
11. Michigan pet and supply stores stop selling puppies and kittens and feature only
adoptable animals.
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3. Michigan Rescue Certification Program
Certified rescues are those that employ best practices in their operations, including standards
for animal care, preserving animal records and maintaining financial reports for the
organization. Certified rescues also operate according to the Michigan Certified Rescue
Organization Code of Ethics. These ethics dictate transparency, honesty, respect and operations
that further the goal of ending the killing of healthy and treatable homeless cats and dogs in
Michigan. A companion document to this program is the Best Practices Handbook. The
handbook describes in detail the various components of care, organization and business
practices, as well as other areas of concern for rescue organizations. In addition, the handbook
contains numerous resources. The Michigan Pet Fund website (www.michiganpetfund.org) also
contains model documents to help standardize rescue practices, but more importantly, to help
reduce duplication of efforts throughout the rescue community so that efforts can be
concentrated on the primary purpose of rehoming the homeless.
It is important that those in charge of rescue organizations develop capacity to handle all
aspects of the organization in a professional manner. Organization and animal records need to
be accurate and complete. Caring for animals and successful rehoming requires good “customer
service,” so that the animals get adopted in a timely way. The simple task of promptly returning
phone calls and answering e-mails are all components of a well-run organization. Organizations
focused on a life-saving mission often find it difficult to set boundaries or say no. Rescuing by its
very nature is highly emotional and individually personal. It is especially important for each
organization to focus on what they do well, and not spread activities too thin.
The following chart displays a list of best practices for rescue organizations, as well as practices
of excellence. The 5-Star Platinum list recognizes practices that go above and beyond. Rescue
organizations that demonstrate that they meet the 5-Star Platinum criteria will be noted in all
listings of certified rescue organizations, and will obtain a different color badge/seal. Each of
the components listed is described and discussed in detail in the Best Practices Handbook.
The following chart identifies the basic requirements to become a certified rescue
organization.
Component
Standards of Care, including environment, diet, exercise,
socialization, daily health checks, transport and event care.

Basic
Certification


5-Star Platinum
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Complete Animal Records






Electronic Animal Records
Medical Protocols, Including 10-day Average Foster Period





Spay/Neuter Before Adoption





Behavioral Rehabilitation Plan





Identification and Animal Licensing





Mission Statement





Bylaws/Operating Documents





Narrative Description of Organization





IRS 501(c)3 Status or Within an IRS 501(c)7






Insurance
Filing of 990, 990-EZ, 990-N





Annual Budget



Annual Consult with CPA/Accountant



Electronic Financial Records



Animal Intake: Obtaining Rescue Animals





Adoption Application





Adoption Criteria (reasonable)






Adoption Materials
Adoption Contract





Adoption Fees (posted)





Volunteer Application and Liability Waiver





Volunteer Criteria





Volunteer Manual and Job Descriptions
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Volunteer Contract





Foster Application





Foster Criteria





Foster Care Manual





Foster Care Contract





Adoption Events (Meet and Greet) – Occasional





Web Presence






Website
Telephone Number and Mailing Address





Annual Continuing Education
Michigan Rescue Organization Code of Ethics







Waiver Provision – It is recognized, especially in the initial launch of the Michigan Rescue
Certification Program, that the Task Force cannot consider all individual circumstances or
components of rescue operations. Rescue organizations that meet the majority of components
in the Best Practices Handbook and the Michigan Certified Rescue Organization Code of Ethics,
but not all, can apply and explain the circumstance in the waiver provision. As an example, a
rescue organization has filed its 501(c)3 application, but expects to successfully receive the
designation after the application deadline for certification. The waiver provision would be used
to explain the circumstance. The Certification Committee can then take all circumstances into
consideration, which might include granting certification upon receipt of the 501(c)3
designation, yet not requiring the rescue to wait an entire year before it could apply.
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4. Application Process
a. Call for Applications/Renewals – Every September, the Michigan Pet Fund Alliance will call
for application or renewal of certification. There will be a two-month window available for
rescue organizations to submit an online application. October 1 will open the application
process for first-time certification along with prior-year statistics. For renewal applications, the
rescue organization will be provided a copy of the previous year’s application and asked to
update any changes from the prior year, in addition to submitting the prior-year statistics and
responding to any new criteria that might be required due to the previous year’s certification
program evaluation.

Certified Rescues
follow model
standards,
provide annual
statistics, respond
in a timely and
complete
manner, are
respected by their
peers and, most
importantly,
accomplish their
mission of placing
rescued pets into
loving homes.




b. Application Review Process – The Certification Committee Chair
will review all applications for completeness. Applicants whose
applications are found to be incomplete will be notified that their
application will not be provided to the Rescue Certification
Committee for review and will not be considered until the following
year with a new submittal. The Rescue Certification Committee will
meet, review and discuss all applications. They will have authority to
approve an application as is, approve it pending investigation and
verification or reject it. All investigation and verification will occur
prior to December 1.
The Rescue Certification Committee will provide the list of
recommended rescues for certification to the Michigan Pet Fund
Board on December 1. The Board will make the final determination
for certification. All applicants will be notified of the Michigan Pet
Fund Board’s determination prior to January 1.
c. Review Criteria – The following is a list of the review criteria that
the Rescue Certification Committee will use to evaluate applications:

Meets the model standards of best practices and can produce documentation if
requested
Provides the annual animal statistics report and the statistics appear to be reasonable
(intake to adoptions, number euthanized, etc.)
Responds to any follow-up information in a timely and complete manner
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Is not the subject of any complaint substantiated by documented and verified tangible
evidence and/or being actively investigated by another organization/agency, such as the
IRS or Michigan Attorney General’s office
No cruelty complaints exist against any person associated with the organization
Has not been found in violation of the program through the grievance process

d. Issuing Certification – The Michigan Pet Fund Alliance will provide to certified rescue
organizations a numbered seal indicating the current year, which each organization can display
on its website, in printed materials and at adoption events. A list of all certified rescues for each
year will be posted on the Michigan Pet Fund Alliance website in alphabetical order, including
the assigned certification number.
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5. Grievance Process
To maintain the integrity of the Michigan Rescue Certification Program, a grievance process has
been developed. This process is intended to ensure that certified rescue organizations operate
with consistent, high quality standards. However, as in a court of law, the rescue is considered
innocent until a grievance is proven and is determined to be intentional without desire to
comply. A rescue organization may have its certification revoked if a grievance is filed against it
and it is determined that the organization has intentionally chosen to
To maintain the
not comply with best practices and/or the code of ethics. This
certification program is “self-regulating,” meaning that grievances
integrity of the
may be filed against certified rescues by anyone. The grievance
Michigan Rescue
process is open to everyone: adopters, shelters, other rescue groups,
Certification
partner organizations, etc. Grievances may lead to a committee
review, corrective action or revocation. The intent of the program is
Program, a
to provide assurance that all certified rescue organizations are
grievance process
reputable, employ best practices and perform in an ethical manner.
has been
Hopefully, the grievance process will find that complaints surround
unintentional oversights; however, if necessary, it can identify any
developed to
organization operating in an unethical or irresponsible manner.
Definition of a grievance: Any incident in which the result did not
conform to the requirements of the Michigan Rescue Certification
Program.
Roles:
Complainant – Person filing a grievance against a certified rescue.

ensure that
certified rescues
operate with
consistent high
quality standards.

Grievance Coordinator – Person appointed by the Michigan Pet Fund Board to coordinate the
grievance process.
Grievance Committee – Committee appointed by the Michigan Pet Fund Board to review and
recommend grievance responses.
Certification Coordinator – Person appointed by the Michigan Pet Fund Board to coordinate
the Certification Committee.
Certification Committee – Committee of certified rescues appointed by the Michigan Pet
Fund Board to annually certify rescues and evaluate the program.
The positions of Grievance Coordinator and Certification Coordinator could be filled by the
same person.
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Submitting a grievance: A grievance may only be submitted against a rescue that is currently
certified. A grievance may be made formally or informally in any of the following formats:
a. Online grievance form
b. Downloadable form
c. Email
d. Phone
e. U.S. mail
f. Fax
Anonymous grievances are not permitted. Note: Grievances are not made public and
complainant information is not provided to the rescue involved in the incident.
Logging a grievance: The Grievance Coordinator will be responsible for logging and tracking all
grievances received. Each grievance will have a status assigned:
Open

Received, but not reviewed.

In Process

Being reviewed by Grievance Committee or
collecting more information.

Pending Corrective Action

Rescue was given criteria and conditions for
correcting issues.

Closed

Grievance was not valid, action has been
corrected or certification revoked.

Grievance Procedure:
Step 1: The complainant submits a grievance either formally or informally. The online grievance
form is preferred.
Formal: The online grievance form is filled out with as much detail as possible: dates,
times, location, names of those involved, links, photos, etc., and is then submitted
online to the Grievance Coordinator.
Informal: Grievances may come in the form of emails, letters or phone calls. The
Grievance Coordinator will mail a form to the complainant if the grievance is submitted
in this manner.
Step 2: The Grievance Coordinator receives, logs and, within five business days of receipt,
confirms to the complainant that the grievance has been received. The Grievance Coordinator
ensures the grievance is complete and may request additional information from the
complainant. The grievance details are then forwarded to the Grievance Committee for review.
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Step 3: Using the process checklist, the Grievance Committee ensures that the grievance is
reviewed within five business days of receipt from the Grievance Coordinator.
Step 4: The Grievance Committee will complete any investigation necessary to validate the
grievance within five business days of receipt of the information. Findings will be sent back to
the Grievance Coordinator for review.
Step 5: The Grievance Coordinator will address the complaint and determine the course of
action from the list below:
a. File complaint as invalid, no further action required. Rescue is not notified.
Update complaint status to Closed. Go to Step 10.
b. Pursue corrective actions. Go to Step 6.
Step 6: The Grievance Coordinator will draft a notification letter to the certified rescue’s
primary contact, informing him/her that a grievance has been filed and asking for a response
within 10 business days. At this time, the Grievance Coordinator can request that specific
corrective actions be taken and/or allow the rescue to discuss the grievance. This letter should
be sent via email with a read receipt.
Step 7: If the rescue does not respond within 10 business days, the Grievance Coordinator will
make a phone call informing the rescue that certification may be revoked if there is no
response within five business days of the phone call.
Step 8: If a response is received from the rescue within five business days, the Grievance
Committee determines next course of action from the options below using the process
guidelines. Go to Step 10.
a. Allow the rescue to meet with the Grievance Committee to discuss further.
b. Allow the rescue to correct its processes with criteria and conditions (corrective
action).
c. Revoke certification.
Step 9: If a rescue has been directed to correct processes/actions, the Grievance Coordinator
logs the status as “pending corrective action.” The Grievance Coordinator will draft a list of
criteria and conditions, including deadlines for improvements to be made.
Step 10: The disposition of the grievance will be logged, using the process in Step 2.
Step 11: If the certification status is revoked, the rescue will be removed from the website list
of certified rescues and its online certification badge will be deactivated.
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7. Annual Program Evaluation
The Rescue Certification Program is required to perform a yearly evaluation to ensure the
program met its goals and to determine if any adjustments are needed. A subset of the Rescue
Certification Committee will review the current program and document recommendations for
modifications.
Annual Program Evaluation Input:
 Analysis of the number of Michigan rescue groups having applied for certification
compared to the total number of eligible rescue groups in Michigan.
o If a large percentage of Michigan rescue groups have not applied, further
analysis of the certification criteria is recommended to determine what part of
the criteria is preventing application, and potential solutions should be
proposed.
 The percentage of rescue groups achieving certification versus those having been
denied certification.
o If 50% of rescue groups applying for certification are
A yearly
denied, it is recommended that the acceptance criteria
evaluation will
be analyzed to determine if it needs modification.
ensure the
 Complaint process log
program meets
o This log may reveal trends showing potential additions to
its goals and
the acceptance criteria.
provides a means
 Certification Program log
to make any
o As the program is executed throughout the year, a log
will be kept to note items that need further analysis.
adjustments that
 Feedback from the annual meeting of certified rescues at the
may be
annual Getting to the Goal conference.

necessary.

Annual Program Evaluation Output:
 Recommendations for changes are documented.
 An annual meeting of the Rescue Certification Committee will be held for the purpose of
reviewing the recommendations.
 A vote is taken on each recommendation.
 Recommendations for changes will be forwarded to the Michigan Pet Fund Alliance
Board of Directors for inclusion in the certification program.
 Items voted upon favorably are incorporated into the current program.
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Rejected items are documented in the Certification Program log, including the reason
for the rejection. The Certification Program log will be used for the following year’s
evaluation and rejected items may be re-evaluated as input to the next year’s annual
evaluation.
Notifications of any changes to the Certification Program are sent to existing certified
rescue groups via e-mail and will be published for all interested.
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Appendix
Michigan Rescue Certification Application Checklist
Before you begin to fill out the application, make sure you have the following items:
 EIN number
 Names of all Board members
 Organization contact information
 Copy of the mission statement
 Copy of the public description and purpose of the organization
 Copy of IRS designation letter
 History of the organization
 Number of volunteers
 Number of foster homes
 Average stay of an animal in a foster home or boarding facility
 Intake and outcome statistics of animals – puppies, kittens, cats and dogs from previous calendar year











Intake from shelters
Intake from owner surrender
Intake as strays
Other
Adopted
Transferred
Euthanized
Died
Lost
TNRed

 This year’s estimates
 Next year’s goals
 Medical protocols
 Veterinarian(s) contact information
 Names and contact information of three references
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Michigan Rescue Certification Program
Application, Agreement and Qualification Form
Instructions: This application must be filled out and completed by the president or executive
director of the rescue organization. The components necessary to become a certified rescue
organization are found in the Michigan Rescue Certification Program document, section 3. The
requirements could change over time and, before filling out this application, it is recommended
that the list of required components, the Code of Ethics and the Best Practices Handbook are
thoroughly reviewed.
This application process is on the honor system. We do not ask that you provide copies of the
various documents that are required, such as your volunteer manual or foster application.
However, the Rescue Certification Committee may request any of these documents during the
review process.
______________________________________________________________________________
Name of person completing this application:
Title within the organization:
Email:
Phone number:
______________________________________________________________________________
Name of organization:
Mailing address:
Physical address (if any):
Phone number:
Website:
Email:
Date and location of incorporation:
______________________________________________________________________________
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Mission statement:

Public description and purpose:

Organization history:

Names of members of Board of Directors:

1. Are you a federally designated 501c3 non-profit organization? Yes
No
(In the next step you will be instructed how to submit your proof of exemption.)
EIN:
2. Are you the rescue arm of a breed club?
Yes
No
(In the next step you will be instructed how to submit your proof of exemption.)
EIN:
3. Do you carry general liability insurance?

Yes

No

Yes

No

8. Do you use foster care homes to house animals? Yes
If so, how many?

No

4. Which did you file in the most recent tax year?

990

990-EZ

990-N
5. Do you have paid staff?
If so, how many?

Yes

No

6. Do you have unpaid volunteers?
If so, how many?

Yes

No

7. Do you require an application to volunteer?

If so, how long do animals typically stay in foster care homes before they are adopted?
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If you do not use foster care homes at all, where are animals housed?
In addition to foster care homes, do you use other housing options?
If so, what are they?
If so, how long do animals typically stay in these other housing options before they are
adopted?
9. Do you require an application to foster?

Yes

No

Do you perform any of the following on foster care applicants? (check all that apply)
 Vet checks
 Home checks
 Landlord/rental checks
 Property ownership checks
 Background checks
10. Do you operate an animal shelter that is open to the public?
If so, what are the days and hours of operation?

Yes

No

11. Are all animals in the rescue spayed or neutered prior to adoption?
Yes
No
(Acceptable to spay/neuter at 8 weeks old with appropriate weight and health check)
If not, provide detailed explanation:
12. What types of animals do you rescue and re-home? (check all that apply)

Puppies

Adult dogs

Senior dogs

All breeds

Specific breed(s): _________________________

Kittens

Adult cats

Senior cats

TNR of feral cats

House rabbits

Ferrets

Guinea pigs

Hamsters

Gerbils

Rats

Mice
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Chinchillas
Other: ____________________________________________________________

13. Intake sources (check all that apply)














Animal shelters
Owner surrenders
Other rescues
Born in rescue
Strays
Broker rescue
Puppy mill throwaways
Auctions
Hoarding cases
Breeding rescue
TNR
DOA
Other: ____________________________________________________________

14. Reporting intake numbers: (must be done annually)
Total number of animals rescued in 2011:
o Puppies (6 months and younger upon intake):
 Intake from shelters:
 Intake from owner surrenders:
 Intake as strays:
 Other:
o Kittens (6 months and younger upon intake):
 Intake from shelters:
 Intake from owner surrenders:
 Intake as strays:
 Other:
o Adult Cats (7 months and older upon intake):
 Intake from shelters:
 Intake from owner surrenders:
 Intake as strays:
 Other:
o Adult Dogs (7 months and older upon intake):
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Intake from shelters:
Intake from owner surrenders:
Intake as strays:
Other:

15. Reporting outcome numbers: (must be done annually)
Total number of animals adopted in 2011:
o Puppies (6 months and younger at adoption):
 Adopted:
 Transferred:
 Euthanized:
 Died:
 Lost:
 TNR:
 RTO:
o Kittens (6 months and younger at adoption):
 Adopted:
 Transferred:
 Euthanized:
 Died:
 Lost:
 TNR:
 RTO:
o Adult Cats (7 months and older at adoption):
 Adopted:
 Transferred:
 Euthanized:
 Died:
 Lost:
 TNR:
 RTO:
o Adult Dogs (7 months and older at adoption):
 Adopted:
 Transferred:
 Euthanized:
 Died:
 Lost:
 TNR:
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RTO:

16. Estimates for 2012:
Intake:
Adoptions:
17. Goals for 2013
Intake:
Adoptions:
18. Type of animal housing operations: (check all that apply)
 Foster care homes
 Animal shelter that is open to the public
 Facility that is NOT open to the public
 Public boarding kennels
Which ones? ______________________________________________________
 Public business or store
Which ones? ______________________________________________________
 Vet’s office/medical board:
 Other: ________________________________________________________
19. Provide a detailed description of your medical protocol for incoming animals:

20. What is your ill or injured animal veterinary protocol?

21. What is your internal and external parasite control protocol?

22. Do you microchip? (check all that apply)
 Dogs
 Cats
 Puppies
 Kittens
23. How many veterinary clinics do you use?
List the two used most often:
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Veterinarian name:
Veterinarian location:
Veterinarian phone number:
Veterinarian name:
Veterinarian location:
Veterinarian phone number:
24. Do you temperament test your incoming animals?

Yes

No

Describe temperament testing program:

25. Provide detailed description of your animal adoption program and application
process:
Minimum age at which animals are adopted out?

26. Do you perform any of the following for adoption applications? (check all that apply)
 Vet checks
 Home checks
 Landlord/rental checks
 Property ownership checks
 Background checks
27. Provide detailed description of your animal adoption criteria:

28. Provide your adoption fees in detail:

In addition to the actual animal, what is included in the adoption fee?
(Examples: pet insurance, post-adoption health check, microchip registration, training
classes)

29. Do you hold regularly scheduled adoption events?
If so, when and where?
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30. Provide detailed description of your animal return policy.
31. Provide detailed description of your customer service program.
32. Do you conduct fundraising?

Yes

No

33. Types of fundraising events:
34. Do you meet the criteria for a 5-Star Platinum Certification?

Yes

No

THREE REFERENCES:
Name:
Relationship:
Email:
Phone number:
Name:
Relationship:
Email:
Phone number:
Name:
Relationship:
Email:
Phone number:
REQUEST FOR WAIVER
Please describe from which best practice or item in the Michigan Rescue Organization Code of
Ethics that you are requesting a waiver, adhering to and why.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
As the representative of my rescue organization, we shall be liable for any and all losses arising
from, in connection with, or based on any claim relating to any false information provided or an
alleged breach of Organization’s obligations under this Application Agreement and Qualification
Form. Additionally, Organization will at its expense indemnify, defend and hold harmless
Michigan Pet Fund Alliance and its affiliates, and its respective officers, directors, employees,
agents, representatives, successors and assigns, from and against any and all such Losses.
 Yes, I agree.
 No, I do not agree.
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For the purposes of the foregoing indemnity, “Claim” means any third party demand, or any
civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative claim, action, or proceeding (including arbitration)
asserted, commenced or threatened against an entity or person. “Losses” means all losses,
liabilities, damages, liens, and claims, and all related costs, expenses, and other charges
suffered or incurred as a result of or in connection with a Claim, including reasonable attorneys'
fees and disbursements, costs of investigation, litigation, settlement, and judgment, and any
taxes, interest, penalties, and fines with respect to any of the foregoing.
 Yes, I agree.
 No, I do not agree.
As the representative of my rescue organization I have read the Michigan Rescue Organization
Best Practices Handbook and Code of Ethics and verify that my rescue organization complies
with the practices outlined in both documents except for any waiver request which has been
provided as part of this application. It is also our understanding that the certification may be
discontinued at any time for intentional violation of the Best Practices and Code of Ethics as a
result of the grievance process.
 Yes, I agree.
 No, I do not agree.
By signing and submitting this application, I attest that I am authorized to represent this
rescue organization and that I have read, understood and answered truthfully each question
in this application for certification.
Organization name:
Representative name:
Date:
ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE
I have read and understand the Michigan Rescue Certification Program Application
Agreement & Qualification Form and verify that that the organization I represent meets the
basic requirements as a certified rescue:
 YES, I agree and understand the agreement and electronically sign.
 NO, I do not agree or understand the agreement.

Name

Date
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